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Expand the Clemson Family*
Exemplify the Clemson Unity.
Extend the Clemson Academy.

Parking gives
students trouble
Avoiding tickets can save
students money and a
hassle.
BLAIR CLARKSON
STAFF WRITER

EXPERIENCE CLEMSON.
Your Experience Begins

08.19.2006

With all the costs that come
with being a college student, parking tickets are the last expenses
you want add to your bill. Parking
on campus can be tricky if you do
not know all the rules to follow.
"Parking is one of the biggest
hassles on Clemson's campus"
said sophomore Rachel Sparks.
A large number of students
receive a ticket at some point during their time at Clemson, but they
do not understand how to avoid
future tickets. There several different parking decals. The main
ones for students to differentiate
between are orange, green, blue,
purple and visitor.
For commuters hang tags
are reused every year. Instead of
buying a new tag, you purchase
a sticker to place over the old tag.
On-campus residents must purchase a new sticker every year.
The green decals are the ones
that may cause the most confusion. The green tags are reserved
for faculty and staff, and spots
are located all over campus.
Tiger files FOIA request
for Tiger Brotherhood records

ACROSS FROM THE NEW CENTRAL SUPER WALMART

Student
Special!

The Tiger is awaiting
word from the University on
a Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) request filed on
Tuesday, May 30. In the request
The Tiger asked for access to
the current discipline file for
The Tiger Brotherhood, a fraternal organization on campus.
The Tiger filed the request
after learning from a confidential source that they organization had allegedly been
sanctioned by the University
for violating Clemson's policy
on hazing.
Before filing the request,
The Tiger sought the records
directly from the Office of
Student
Conduct
(OSC).
Section X of Clemson's Student
Code of Conduct reads, in
part: "Cases involving student
organization are not considered
confidential under the Family

Educational Rights and Privacy
Act (FERPA); therefore, the
University does not protect the
confidentiality of the disciplinary records regarding the conduct of student organizations."
The Office of Student
Conduct twice refused the
release the records before The
Tiger filed the FOIA request.
On May 23 OSC Assistant
Director Bill Price said he
needed a "good reason: to
release the documents and "the
public's right to know" was not
a "good reason."
On May 25 OSC Director
Alesia A. Smith also refused
to release of the records and
said she would not comment
on whether or not The Tiger
Brotherhood had come before
the OSC.
According to the FOIA, the
OSC has 15 working days to
respond to the request. If the
office does not respond, the
records are considered open.

or think you might be?

with University ID

• Check Transmission Fluid
• Check Differential Fluid
•Lube Chassis
■ Check Wiper Blades
Check & Properly Inflate Tres
Vacuum Automobile Interior
Wash Windows

Stop by Birthright
for a pregnancy test

that is free, reliable,
confidential,

accurate...
and it only takes

4 minutes.
No appointment

Xpress Lube and Car Wash
of Central

needed.

WE CARE .. .WE CAN HELP

127318 Mile Road

639-6056

Birthright of Clemson
654-3377 or 1 -800-550-4900 (Hotline)

105 Wall St. Suite 4 Clemson

Open Monday-Saturday 8am -6pm
Offer good for up to 5 qts. Havoline motor oil. Not valid with any other offer

Commuter students are allowed to
park in green spaces after 4:30 p.m.
on weekdays and must be out by
7 a.m. on weekdays, but may park
overnight on weekends.
Resident students are allowed
to park in green spaces from 7
p.m. on weekdays and must be
out by 7 a.m. on weekdays, and
also may park there all weekend.
One of the most common parking
violations is students parking in a
green space during the wrong time
because it is more convenient.
All visitors on campus must
display a visitor's pass in their car
window at all times. They are only
allowed to park in visitor's spot.
Students are never allowed
in visitor parking spots. This
includes the metered visitor's
spots. However, students may
park in the non-visitor metered
spots.
On game days during football
season many of the parking rules
are altered. There are signs posted
at the entrance of each lot which
display the regulations for that
lot.
If a student receives three or
more tickets or has unpaid parking
tickets, their car may get towed. If
a student's car is towed, they must
report to Parking Services or the
Police Station where they pay the
fine and are escorted to pick up
their vehicles.

FKEfNANT...

Star Full Service Oil Change
Only $23.99
• Change Oil (Havoline Motor Oil)
•Change Oil Filter
•Check Air Filter
•Check Brake Fluid
• Check & Fill Power Steering Fluid
• Fill Windshield Washer Reservoir
• Check & Fill Battery Fluid
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10 people and New radio tower allows
places to know WSBF to broadcast again
(A

President James Barker
became Clemson's 14th president in 1999. Barker earned
his Bachelor of Arts degree
in architecture from Clemson,
and has set a goal for Clemson
becoming a Top-20 university.
Barker can often be seen at
athletic
events,
walking
around campus, and is always
willing to meet, talk with, and
help out students.
Dean of students, Joy
Smith,
has
worked
at
Clemson since 1977. The dean
of students is a central point
of communication between
the University, students and
parents in the event of an
extended student illness or
injury or family emergency.
Her office is located in the
Hendrix Student Center.
The head of your department is another critical person
to get to know. Whether an
English major or engineering major, the head of your
department will know the
answer to every scheduling,
class-related question you
might have. While most have
office hours, it is usually easy
to get in touch with the head
of your department by E-mail
or phone.
Vice President of student
affairs, Gail DiSabatino
came to Clemson this year
from Georgia Tech. As vice
president of student affairs,
DiSabatino will oversee a multitude of services including
public safety, the University
Union, student activities and
housing.
Anyone
from
the
Academic Success Center is
a good person to know. The
ASC offers tutoring, supplemental instruction, academic
skill workshops and academic
counseling. They also offer
student disability services.
This is a strategic place to
visit throughout your college
career as classes may seem
overwhelming at times.
The
Daniel
Writing
Center, located in Daniel Hall
is the place to go if brushing
up your writing skills becomes
a priority. The Writing Center

workers will also help edit
and proofread your essays
and papers, which can come
in handy if comma splices are
not your strong-suit.
The
Division
of
Computing and Information
Technology (DCIT) comes in
handy when your computer
crashes, develops a virus,
or breaks in another way. If
you have a Clemson-supported IBM, the workers at
DCIT can order your parts
covered under warrantee and
replace them at no cost. Even
if you do not have an IBM,
the workers at DCIT are more
than willing to take a look and
your computer. Their office is
located in Martin Hall.
If you are looking for a
novel, a children's book, or
any other form of literature,
McClure's Bookstore on
Keith Street is a locallyowned alternative to the student bookstore. Gently-used
novels, weekly newspapers,
non-fiction and history books
grace the shelves of McClure's
and you are always greeted
with a friendly smile.
Fike Recreation Center
is more than just a gym. Not
only does it have a swimming
pool, a climbing wall, basketball and racquetball courts,
it also offers tent, backpacking, kayak and canoe rentals.
These are available to all students for a small fee and are
available throughout the year.
Cooper Library is an
essential landmark of any
Clemson students college
career, but Cooper has a lot
more to offer than just quiet
rooms and six floors of books.
Professors can place material for class on reserve for
students to work with in the
Reserve Room, students can
also reserve private rooms
for group study sessions.
On the fifth and sixth levels,
designated as non-quiet areas,
students can order pizza and
have it delivered to their
table. The library also offers
a coffee shop and free printing (though not color) on the
fifth floor.

Hart's Cove condo
on the lake!
For rent immediately. Close to campus.
Beautiful 3 bedroom/3 bath
condo. Like new! 2 bedrooms furnished.
$1050 per month. Washer/dryer,
microwave, fridge, dishwasher.
Please call 864-360-2001.

Student-produced radio
station constructs new
tower on Kite Hill.
CAROLINE STONE
STAFF WRITER

When classes resume this
fall, students will once again
be able to tune their dials to
WSBF-FM 88.1, Clemson's student produced radio station.
The station has been broadcasting on the Web and across
the campus with a make-shift
FM antenna on top of the
Hendrix Center since their
permanent antenna stopped
working in December. The
temporary antenna allows a
20-watt transmission. The station normally has a 3,000-watt
transmission which allows FM
listeners to tune in across an
approximate 40-mile radius.
According to WSBF General
Manager David Bowman, the
tower was struck by lightning
earlier in the year, and the first
freeze in December severed the
transmission line.
Bowman said the station
was forced build a new tower
next to their former tower on
Kite Hill because it would be
"impossible to hire anyone
to install a new transmission
line." He said the former tower
was built 33 years ago and had
not met OSHA requirements
more than 12 years.
According to Bowman the
new model will be a Rohn 45
G. He said the students selected that model after researching
towers used by non-profit and
college radio stations and that

the new structure will meet
wind and ice conditions for the
upstate of South Carolina.
Bowman said the station went through a bidding
process to find a company
to provide materials, labor,
deconstruction and removal of
the existing tower.
He said the station received
three bids, and Communication
System Services from Dublin,
Ga. won the bid at $34,450.
Bowman also said they
have had additional costs of
approximately $4,300 including tree removal, the installation of a pole to allow truck
clearance behind Kite Hill and
fiberglass pieces to prevent
radio frequency interference
from the guy wires.
Bowman said that as of
June 12, a telephone pole to
help secure one of the guy
wires installed and concrete
pads have been poured and
are currently setting.
When the station resumes
full transmission, Bowman
said the first thing WSBF will
air is a legal sign-on ID. After
that, he plans to play The End
of Radio by Shellac.
WSBF has an educational
license and plays non-Top 40
music. The station is a noncommercial, student-run radio
station.
"We don't play what you'll
hear on the big radio stations
or MTV," he said. "What's the
merit of blasting Nelly across
the upstate of South Carolina
when you can hear it on the
commercial stations? We play
what other stations do not and
cannot."
He said the station finds
plenty of music to choose

It's that time again...
TIME TO ORDER YOUR
06-07 Parking Permit
Go on-line and
purchase your "06-07" Parking Permit.
http://stuaff.clemson.edu/parking/
COMMUTERS, THE RULES FOR YOU ARE:
1. DO NOT THROW AWAY YOUR HANGTAG IF YOU'RE RETURNING.
2. DO NOT GIVE AWAY YOUR OLD PERMIT IF YOU ARE NOT RETURNING. IT
WILL BE INVALID.
3. YOU WILL RECEIVE A STICKER TO PLACE ON YOUR CURRENT HANGTAG
FOR 06-07.
4. After 5 p.m. permits are available to graduate students who need to park on
campus only after 5 p.m.
5. If you do not acquire graduate status by the time permits are issued, your permit
will be converted to one appropriate for your class ranks. Your student bill will be
charged the price diference.
6. Only commuting students may purchase a hangtag. If you renew a hangtag but
you are assigned to on-campus housing before permits are issued, you will be issued
a decal appropriate to your housing assignment or status as a commuter.

RESIDENCE HALL STUDENTS, THE RULES FOR YOU ARE:
1. IF you are assigned to on-campus housing before permits are issued, you will be
issued a decal appropriate to your housing assignment.
FACULTY AND STAFF, THE RULES FOR YOU ARE:
1.
2.
to
3.
to

p —

from without playing Top 40
and that many of the bands
previously played on WSBF
and other college stations have
gone on to become household
names.
"We played Nirvana first,"
Bowman said. "We played
R.E.M. first. We played U2
first. The artists we play on
WSBF are typically the bands
that everyone else will be
listening to about three years
later. We're here to educate."
Looking toward the next 33
years for the station, Bowman
said he hopes that radio is
still around. He said that the
Internet and pod casts have
made everyone a DJ.
"They can jump on their
computer, string up some
MP3s, chat about who they
talked to and syndicate it
to Itunes. However, there is
excitement in live content,"
he said.
WSBF was founded in 1958.
Until 1999, with the construction of the Hendrix Center,
the station broadcasted from
Johnstone in the old Student
Union. Approximately 100
Clemson students, faculty,
staff and community members
from as far as Simpsonville
work for the station.
Bowman said the station
also hosted nearly 20 nonalcohol free concerts and one
record fair on Clemson's campus this past school year.
He encouraged students to
tune in to the station.
"It's part of keeping an open
mind," Bowman said. "You're
in college, try something new.
Look at the program schedule
on www.wsbf.net. Find something for you."

DO NOT THROW AWAY YOUR HANGTAG.
If you are on Payroll Deduction you do not need
do anything.
IF you are not on Payroll Deduction, you will need
go on-line and order your 06-07 permit.
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Pres and VP ready for first year
391 COLLEGE AVE - CLEMSON - 654-6650
103 Bl LO PLACE - SENECA - 888-2245

Gosnell, McDonald
hold high hopes for
upcoming school year.
JENNIFER SALANE
NEWS EDITOR

SCREEN PRINTNG
EMBROIDERY
SHIRTS - HATS - SWEATS - SIGNS - BUSINESS CARDS
BANNERS - STATIONARY - POSTERS - AND MUCH MORE
■

We have the best prices in town
on a complete line of CLEMSON apparel
■

Life is good.

KrSGIA

Interested in writing
for The Tiger?
E-mail Jennifer at

NEW

As everyone ran around trying to tie-up lose ends with their
classes and finish last-minute
projects and homework assignments, the candidates in the runoff student government elections
anxiously awaited the results.
After having returned from
Spring Break to the academic
chaos that fulfills weekly routines, the focus returned to the
newly-elected student body president Stephen Gosnell and vice
president Amanda McDonald.
Gosnell, a junior studying
biological sciences and religion,
said he initially decided to run
for student body president after
realizing that there were many
changes that needed to be made
within student government.
"I felt serving as President
was the best chance to get the
ideas out and also to have a
chance to enact them in a year,"
said Gosnell. "I want CUSG
to matter to all the students at
Clemson, but I want us to matter
because the students realize we
are a group that is there to represent and serve them."
McDonald, a sophomore
studying political science and
history, said she decided to run
for student body vice president
because she also felt it was the
best opportunity for her to pursue her goals.
"It was not a process where
I sought the title and then

composed a platform," said
McDonald. "I first had the experience and the ideas on how
to improve Clemson, and then
came the decision that student
body vice president would be the
best way to achieve those goals."
After learning that they had
only a matter of hours to ask
the student body to vote for
them again, both Gosnell and
McDonald's emotions were running wild as they waited to hear
the final results.
"No matter how hard you
work at the campaign, you're
always surprised to see how
many people listened and voted
for you," said Gosnell. "It truly is
humbling."
Students, as well as the
candidates, are still letting the
results sink in. "I was in a state
of shock to receive such an amazing honor and opportunity," said
McDonald. "I don't think it sunk
in when they announced the
results. It still hasn't."
After working with each
of the candidates and seeing
them on a routine basis during the campaign, Gosnell and
McDonald were able to easily
pinpoint which candidates they
felt gave them the most challenge.
"I felt Josh Lee was my largest
competition," said Gosnell. "It's
hard to beat free bottled water.
Obviously, this shows that trying to predict outcomes is hard
to do."
Age, experience and similarity are all factors that contributed to the relationship between
McDonald and who she said
was her biggest competitor, Tara
Harrington.
"Tara and I share similar

activities such as Greek organizations and Campus ministries,
and we also have similar goals
for student government and
Clemson," said McDonald.
"Because of these similarities, I felt that Tara and I would
have to work especially hard to
distinguish ourselves from one
another."
The candidates have formulated specific plans for the
upcoming year.
Gosnell said the first order on
his agenda is to update the CUSG
Web site. "I've already met a new
designer, and we are planning to
make the website one students
can truly find useful in multiple
ways," he said.
Along with updating the
CUSG website, McDonald plans
to start meeting with old contacts
and making new ones.
"I plan to first contact the
same people I have been working with on each of my ideas and
let them know that I now have
the support of the student body
behind each objective," she said.
As the school year came to a
close and the vision of next year
comes in to sight, Gosnell and
McDonald hold high hopes for
what the upcoming school year
entails.
"I want suggestions and comments, good or bad, about how
CUSG is doing and what we
need to change," said Gosnell.
"I also want to thank people
for their support and let them
know I hold this position as a
great responsibility as well as a
privilege."
Both president and vice
president are aware of the busy
year they face and say they look
forward to the excitement.
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*ad prices are per unit, not per person*

Heritage at Riverwood
l and 2 Bedroom
Equipped Kitchens and Washer/Dryers
Pool Tennis Court, Fitness Center
■

v'v«w: sSISgBBHSSSi

Other Locations Include:
Heritage Station (1 bedroom)
Weetbank (2 bedrooms)
Wesley Street (2 bedrooms)
Vicksburg (1 bedroom)
Old Central road (1 bedroom)
Lindsay road (1 bedroom)
College Street (1 bedroom)
Heritage Point© (1 & 2 bedrooms)
Heritage Hills (1 & 2 bedrooms)
Stonerldge (2 bedrooms)
T-—r

Burton Properties
www.clem8onapartment8.com

Call 653-7717 All Locations
654-1130 Heritage at Riverwwood
653-5506 Heritage Hills
After Hour Numbers:
710-3363
647-2268
888-0200
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Vegetarian in the dining hall:
Is it possible?
MAGGIE MUSGRAVE
STAFF WRITER

DIA ZAf EROPULOS/photo editor

RIGHT CHOICE: Meagen Harriman
scoures the grocery for options.

Vegetarians have not been
common on college campuses in
the past, but as students become
more health conscious, so do
their diets.
According to the Vegetarian
Society, the trend has grown in
the LLS. by 5 percent over the
20th century. In 1950s vegetarianism was almost nonexistent,
but since 2000, 5-6 percent of the
population does not eat meat.
The majority of this vegetarian
population is young adults.
The 2005 Merriam-Webster
dictionary defines vegetarianism as the theory of practice
of living on a diet made up of
vegetables, fruits, grains, nuts,
and sometimes eggs or dairy
products."
The Vegetarian Society said
that the typical vegetarian is
female, young to middle aged,
and more likely to be liberal than
conservative.
It is true that there are more
female vegetarians at Clemson
then male vegetarians, but over
all they are a minority.
Blair Gottfried, a sophomore
financial management major said
she decided to become a vegetarian because she did not really
like the taste of meat. Gottfried
says it is easier for her to be a
vegetarian at Clemson because
at home her mother rejects her
eating decision.
She said that Clemson
University is as vegetarian
friendly
asi t
can
get.

Both Clemson cafeterias,
Harcombe and Schilleter provide
meatless pasta dishes, a full salad
bar, and stir-fried vegetables.
Sophomore psychology major
Sarah Spainhour said Clemson
cafeterias are continuing to
improve. Harcombe now carries
soy milk.
"It is difficult because vegetarians are a minority and it doesn't
seem economically profitable
to go out of the way for a few
people," Gottfried said. "They
are doing the best they can do."
Noah Welsh, a freshman
mechanical engineering major
said he doesn't do a very good job
with his vegetarian diet, which
involves a lot of Harcombe junk
food, maybe some fruit, and definitely too many carbohydrates.
In addition to meatless eating,
Welsh said he doesn't use any
soaps or products with animal
fats in them. This is a trait of
veganism.
Veganism is the most common
form of strict vegetarianism. A
vegan diet excludes all forms of
animal food products, such as
eggs, milk, cheese and honey.
The strictest vegans reject animal
products altogether.
Spainhour has been a vegan
for one year. She said being a
vegetarian at Clemson isn't hard,
but being a vegan is.
A typical day of eating for
Spainhour would be oatmeal or
cereal with soy milk, then salad,
tofu, or cereal for lunch and dinner. Spainhour said she puts in
around an hour worth of food
preparation per day and most of
it is spent on dinner. She lives in
Holmes hall, where a kitchen is
available.
When a kitchen is not available, eating a fresh salad is the
best alternative, said Spainhour.
Suzanne Figliola, a registered
nutritionist at Redfern Health
Center said becoming a vegan
is a good idea if the student has
time to focus on his or her diet.
Spainhour said that after
becoming a vegan she felt
healthier and experienced an in
energy.
Allison Kerfoot, a junior
studying nutrition said that
vegetarians seem to get sick
more easily than those that
eat meat because they have
a large number of deficiencies, like iron and
calcium.

Vegetarian jargon explained
Lacto-ovo vegetarianism-most common form of
vegetarianism, do not consume meat but consume dairy
•

Lacto-vegetarianism-do not consume meat or eggs but may
consume dairy products
Ovo-vegetarianism- do not eat meat or dairy products, but
may eat eggs
Veeanism- exclude all animal products from their diet

AMNEMARLER/staff

EATING HEALTHFULLY: Leah Andress waits as her vegetarian meal is
prepared at Schilleter dining hall.

Spainhour said she gets most
of her calcium from vitamins.
To maintain a healthy vegetarian or vegan lifestyle the proper
vitamins should be taken to compensate for important nutrients
found in animal products.
Figliola said it is difficult to
follow a vegetarian diet in college, because of all the planning
and time involved in making
meals. "When making the decision to be a vegetarian, you
must be willing to make eating a
hobby," she said.
According to studies done by
the Vegetarian Society, vegetarians have stronger immune systems than meat eaters.
Figliola said she maintained
a vegetarian lifestyle from grade
nine until recently. She felt the
healthiest when eating a vegetarian diet.
The vegetarian food
pyramid is almost
identical to the typi-

cal meat eater's food pyramid,
the only difference being the
third tier meat section. In place
of meat, there should be two to
three servings of nuts, seeds, tofu
and soy milk.
Because the food pyramids are
so similar one would think that a
vegetarian and meat eater's diet
would be as well. In fact, studies completed by the Vegetarian
society show that vegetarians eat
a significantly healthier diet than
non-vegetarians.
Figliola said vegetarians have
to make time to prepare food.
Preparing food rather then eating out makes a big difference in
healthy eating. If students do not
have time to make allowances to
their diet, do not put as much
effort into their meals. As a result
they end up consuming less fresh
products and eating more fast
food, said Figliola.
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Renovation continues throughout summer
Gift from Class of 2005
expected to finish
in August.
LATRICE LARY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Clemson's "front door" will
greet this fall's freshmen and
campus visitors with a new look
and new surroundings, thanks to
a landscaping project initiated
by Clemson University's Class
of 2005.
Gantt Circle, the traffic circle
facing the University's landmark
Tillman Hall, is undergoing renovations to improve parking and

pedestrian flow and to upgrade
the plaza area.
"I am very excited about the
finished product and believe
everyone will be pleasantly surprised when they arrive in the
fall," said Betsy Daniel. Daniel is
a senior majoring in psychology
from Irmo, S.C., and a representative of the Class of 2005.
Student government is given
a capital improvement fund of
$50,000 each year by student
affairs. Members voted on the
option that they felt would best
serve the students they represent.
Student government contributed $50,000 to the renovation.
Parking services donated $10,000,
and campus facilities and road
maintenance departments donat-

Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at FedEx® Ground, it's like a paid workout The work's
demanding, but the rewards are big. Come join our team, get a weekly paycheck, tuition
assistance and break a sweat with the nation's package delivery leader.

P/T PACKAGE HANDLERS
All shifts available. Up to $9.00 per hour to start, scheduled raises.

Qualifications:
18 years or older
Ability to load, unload, sort packages

. Must be able to lift 50 lbs.

Apply in person:
135 FedEx Way • Greenville, SC 29605
Phone: 864-299-9029
Directions: From 1-85 south, take Augusta Rd. exit (46A), turn left onto Augusta Rd. At 2nd red light,
turn right on Frontage Rd. and go 1-1/2 miles. Turn left onto Pine Creek, take 1st right at FedEx Way.

fedex.com/us/careers
Women and minorities are encouraged to join the team.

ed $60,000 collectively. Air Force
ROTC is also another co-sponsor
for the renovation.
"The three-stage renovation
of new pavement, walkways,
brick designs and landscaping will provide a much more
updated and beautiful place for
the Clemson Family to enjoy,"
said Daniel. Clemson hired
Kennemore Construction to complete the renovation.
The class project will feature
new sidewalks, curbing and road
paving, a brick-paved plaza surrounding the Clemson statue,
better handicapped parking and
improved site lighting and landscaping.
"This area is a main focal
point on campus," said campus landscape architect Barry
Anderson. "Tillman is an
icon that represents Clemson
University, and the landscaping
around it is important. It is also
a popular spot for taking photos.
The students voted to adopt this
as their class project, and that
stemmed a lot of interest from
other departments."
The reconstruction began the
second week in February after
Anderson made a presentation
to the 2005 student Senate to
improve the sidewalk.
"It was unusual to have such
poor walking conditions around
Tillman," Anderson said.
Since its creation, Gantt Circle
has undergone no renovations
other than road repair. The circle's reconstruction is scheduled
to be completed by the end of the
summer, but the final paving will
occur a week or two before fall
classes begin.
"Gantt Circle is one of the
most beautiful and historic parts

will not be permitted on the renovation site this summer.
The circle will feature a compass rose geometric form which
was explored as a way to resolve
some of the patterns and relationships between Tillman Hall and
Gantt Circle.
"The compass rose being at
the head of the sounder's sculpture seemed to be an appropriate
gesture," said Anderson.

of our campus," said Daniel. "It
is the first thing seen and recognized by visitors and prospective
students."
For several students, a graduation day photo with the statue
of Thomas Green Clemson is
a necessity. The statue will be
available on graduation day only
for August graduates to get the
traditional photos.
However, orientation groups

DEINK SPECIALS EVB2TDAT! - HAPPT HCUC 4-7 PM
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

BUD, BUD
SELECT

&

BUD

LIGHT
BOTTLES

$1.50

FRIDAY

PBR

CORONA,

BOTTLES

CORONA

$1.00

LIGHT,
MIRNOFF ICE

$2.00

liawaiian Tropic I ikini Contest
EVERY THURSDAY
CALL OR STOP BY TODAY TO

(8641653-3021
^ntiietiiKe

Seneca, SC 29678
180 Clemson Marina Road

SIGN-UP!

"You must get your club membership
24 hours in advance to drink Only $10 with Clemson 10."

Club members drink till 2am on Saturdays
and all day on Sunday!
Now hiring PT/FT servers, cook, managers
and looking for PT marketing personnel.

Book your party today! Call 864490-3361 for details! We cater and
do event planning year round.
Wireless Internet Free

e
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Sex offender charged with student's murder
Jerry Buck Inman was
captured Tuesday, June
6, near parents' home.
CAROLINE STONE
STAFF WRITER

Early on the morning of May
26, Central Police officers responded to a call finding 20-year-old
Souers inside her off-campus
apartment at in Central strangled
with a bikini top.
For 13 days, national and local
news crews could be seen every
afternoon in downtown Clemson.
University officials and local law
enforcement officials interviewed
scores of students and pursued
hundreds of tips.
On Tuesday, June 6, Jerry
Buck Inman was arrested near
his parents'i home in Dandridge,
Term., after police issued a warrant
for his arrest. Police charge him
with murder, kidnaping and first
degree crimnal sexual conduct.
Inman, 35, has confessed to
the crime, according to Tennessee
police officials.
DNA evidence, camera shots
from two banks where a man
attempted to use Souers debit card
and a vehicle identified as a twodoor SUV link Imnan to Souers'
death.
In a letter sent to Clemson students, faculty and staff, President
James Barker said, "We are talking with the Souers family and
Tiffany's friends about an appropriate time to hold a memorial
service for Tiffany here on campus.
It will be a time to remember a
bright young woman who had so
much promise and was taken from
us much too soon."
Souers worked with a local
charity, Sharing Inc., and was
about to be elected to its board
of directors. She was a member

of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority and a civil engineering student
with a 3.9 GPA.
In his letter, Barker also encouraged the community to continue to
be vigilant about crime prevention
and personal safety. "This horrible
crime has heightened our awareness about what we can all do to
avoid becoming a victim," Barker
said. "We must continue to watch
out for ourselves and for each
other."
Officials in Alabamba have
charged Inman in connection
with two cases, one in Rainsville,
Ala., and Severville, Term. Inman
is suspected of sexual assault and
attempted sexual assault in the
cases.
Authorities say the incidents
took place in the week prior to
Souers' death. Inman confessed to
all three crimes during his araignment on June 8.
In September of 2005 Inman
was released from the Florida State
prison in Tampa. He had been
serving time there since 1999 when
he was sent to Florida from North
Carolina to continue his sentence
for two attacks in 1987.
According to police reports,
Inman was convicted in North
Carolina in 1988 for sexual offense
in the second degree.
The following year he was
convicted for the 1987 attacks and
found guilty of kidnapping, sexual
battery with a weapon or force,
robbery with a gun or deadly
weapon, armed burglary, grand
theft of a motor vehicle and committing or facilitating felony and
aggravated assault with a weapon
with no intent to kill;
Inman was released from both
the North Carolina and Florida
prisons before fulfilling his sentences. He served 11 of his 20-year
sentence in North Carolina and six
of the 30 he was sentenced to in
Horida.

MCAT classes
starting

In the days following Tiffany Souers'i murder, hundreds of members of the
Clemson family logged onto Clemson's Web site to express their condolences to the
Souers family and share their memories of how Tiffany touched their lives.
"I just wanted you to know
how great of a person Tiffany
was. No matter what, every
time I saw Tiffany she had a
smile on her face. I just want
you to know that everybody at
Clemson University is feeling
your pain and we all are praying for your family during this
time. Tiffany was a great loving person and I along with
others around Clemson will
miss seeing her smile and her
love for all. Blessing."i
- G. Stephen Strickland
"The shock of losing Tiffany
has been unbelievable. From
the moment I walked onto the
sixth floor of Manning freshman year, Tiffany has been
an unforgettable friend. From
rushing together and both
being initiated into the 2004
KKG pledge class to hanging
out on the weekends, your
daughter could't have been
a better role model. She was
always there when I needed
her from breakups to having
someone to eat in the dining
halls with, even getting each
other dates for functions. She
was extremely supportive and
motivated with every task she
was ever given. When no one
would step up for a position,
she would be the first one
to donate her time. I truly
loved your daughter and I
canit imagine going back to
school and having her not be
there. Returning to Clemson
is always so exciting, Tiff and
I were going to live only a few

apartments away from each
other in the fall. I just hope you
know that Tiffany will never
ever be forgotten and you
should be so proud of the 20
years she has lived because I
never saw her without a smile
on her face. My thoughts and
prayers are with your family
and I wish your children the
best of luck in their futures."
-Reese Serrat
"I was lucky enough to
be graced by your daughter's
presence in my Engineering
Lab multiple times a week
our Freshman year. She made
our Intro to Engineering Lab
Project enjoyable to take part
in and made me laugh almost
every day we worked together.
We shared pictures and stories
with each other about our
respective Freshman experiences and truly had a great
classroom/Lab group bond.
My Clemson experience would
not have been the same without her, and she will be dearly
missed. With my Dearest
Condolences."
-Walker Gibson

"Please accept my condolences for this tragic loss of
your daughter Tiffany. As her
professor during the spring
semester, I am truly saddened
to learn of Tiffanyis passing as
she was a wonderful person
who showed such promise

in my Structural Mechanics
class. Indeed by the end of
the semester I was convinces
she'd become an excellent civil
engineer. I enjoyed her participation and enquiring mind.
Tiffany was also considerate
and kind to other students
and shared what she knew
with others in her quiet nonshowy way. Despite balancing
a busy extra-curricular schedule, that had Tiffany returning
home several times during the
semester, she seldom missed
a class or let a deadline slip.
Words cannot express the pain
you must be feeling now, but
please know that you will
be in our thoughts as you
move through this distressing
period, "l
-Dr. David O. Prevatt
"Thank you for giving life
to such a wonderful and beautiful person in Tiffany. She has
touched the lives of so many
people and I am so grateful for
the two short years I was fortunate enough to have known
her. You have so much to be
proud of and she has left her
footprints on the hearts of all
of us who knew her. We are
blessed to have such a special
guardian angel. I wish you
my deepest sympathy and
will keep your family and her
friends in my thoughts and
prayers always."
-Megan Wiley

REFURBISHED DELL LAPTOPS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES

Classes for the August MCAT Starting Soon at:
Clemson University
Class begins May 15th and meets M&W
evenings at 6:00 pm. Class Code: MCGV6005
Greenville Kaplan Center
Class begins June 10th and meets T, W, and Thu
evenings at 6:00 pm. Class Code: MCGV6006

KAPLAN

1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

Test Prep and Admissions
*MCAT is a registered trademark of the Association of American Medical Colleges.*'Conditions and restrictions apply. For
complete guarantee eligibility requirements, visit kaptest.com/hsg. The Higher Score Guarantee only applies to Kaplan
courses taken and completed within the United States and Canada.

Check out
The Tiger online!
www. the tigerne ws. com

If you need a laptop, come and see us first! We specialize in Dell laptops.
(Pentium 3's, Pentium 4's and Centrum's in stock) We have heavily
discounted prices on all models. Come see our in-house display, pick
out the one you want and try it before you buy it, 30-Day money back
guarantee. We're located near Clemson University, just about a mile
away from the new Wal-Mart in Central. For more details or directions
on how to find us, call (864) 646-2703, Toll Free at 1-877-EQUITOX (1877-378-4869) or email morr@eauitox.com and we will respond
immediately. You can also visit our website at:
www.eauitoxcomDuters.com
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Signing Day surprise highlights recruiting class
No. 1 all-purpose running back
CJ Spiller chooses Tigers over Florida
State and Florida to cap stellar class.
ZACK MAULDIN
SPORTS LAYOUT EDITOR

The 2006 Clemson football recruiting class
went from great to exceptional on February
1, National Signing Day.
CJ. Spiller, the top-ranked all-purpose
back in the country according to Rivals.com,
announced at a press conference from his
high school's auditorium that he would be
continuing his academic and athletic careers
at Clemson. The blue-chipper, who is from
Union County High School near Gainesville,
Fla., chose the Tigers over his hometown
school, the University of Florida, and his
lifelong favorite team, Florida State.
Spiller is arguably the highest-ranked
recruit to sign with the Tigers on National
Signing Day.
The Tigers entered the day with the 19thbest recruiting class in the country according
to Rivals and only moved up the rankings
with the addition of Spiller.
Ricky Sapp, a very early Clemson commit, signed his letter of intent on Wednesday
morning before 8 a.m. Sapp is a five-star
player who is ranked as the best weak-side
defensive end in the nation by Rivals.
With the signings of Spiller and Sapp, the
Clemson coaching staff obtained the services
of the No. 1-ranked players in the states of
Florida and South Carolina.
This year's recruiting class focused on
adding depth on the defensive side of the
ball for the Tigers and accomplished that
goal overwhelmingly.
In the defensive backfield, Clemson
signed four four-star prospects. Crezdon
Butler, Darius Gaither, Byron Maxwell
and DeAndre McDaniel are all in the top

20 nationally at their respective positions.
McDaniel, a safety from Tallahassee, Fla.,
was rated the lOth-best prospect overall in
the state of Florida.
The signings of Spiller and McDaniel
are even more impressive considering their
ratings within the state of Florida and their
hometowns, the homes of the University of
Florida and Florida State, respectively.
Also on defense, the Tigers signed a pair
of three-star linebackers in Jeremy Campbell
and Spiller's high school teammate Kevin
Alexander. Gaffney linebacker Julius
Wilkerson is another three-star prospect who
is committed to Clemson but chose to delay
his signing with the Tigers for personal reasons.
Defensive end Jamie Cumbie, a fourstar, rounds out the defensive signings for
Clemson. Cumbie is rated a top-10 strongside
defensive end nationally by Rivals.
Offensively, the Tigers added a little bulk
to the line with three-star signees Jamal
Medlin and Chris Hairston. Medlin is 6'6",
305 pounds, while Hairston stands 6'5" and
weighs in at 270. Tight end Michael Palmer,
a two-star athlete, and versatile three-star
quarterback Michael Wade also signed with
the Tigers.
At wide receiver, Jacoby Ford, Jeffrey
Ogren and Chris Russell are already
enrolled at Clemson this semester but still
count toward this year's recruiting class.
The Tigers also signed three-star receiver
Kendrick Johnson and three-star running
back Jojo Cox.
Another highlight of this year's stellar signing class is kicker/punter Richard
Jackson of Riverside High School. Jackson
was featured on ESPN's Sportscenter last
year for his state-record 64-yard field goal.
He is also a very good punter and will challenge for the position upon his arrival on
campus.
Overall, this year's signing class is definitely the best in memory for Tiger faithful
and should translate into great things in
Death Valley for years to come.

CLEMSON VE
entertainment for you!

CHRISTOPHER HUFF/Tfe Times b Democrat

WEAK-SIDE: Defensive end Ricky Sapp of Bamberg-Ehrhardt High
School was one of two five-star signees this year for the Tigers.

CLEMSONLiVE
Autumn Events:
8/19 - Freshmen Frenzy
Bowman Field 6-9PM

CLEMSONLiVE is Clemson
University's student-run
programming board.
We plan campus-wide
entertainment events to keep
students active and involved. We
provide students with comedians,
concerts, weekly movies,
magicians & other entertainment
venues at a free or low-cost basis.

8/21 - Bowman Block Party
Bowman Field 7PM-2AM

8/23 - Napoleon Dynamite

GET INVOLVED
If YOU want to get
INVOLVED with CLEMSONLi
and ACTIVATE your
ENTERTAINMENT IDEAS, we
would LOVE to hear them.
Come to the next meeting or
email us at lfve@clemson.edu.
Also, visit our website to get
additional INFORMATION &
GOLiVE!

9/5 - First Member Meeting
Hendrix Center Multi-use Room 7PM

♦Come to our first meeting and get
■
INVOLVED in SNiTiATING your
campus ENTERTAINMENT!*

www.CLEMSONLiVE.com
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Soccer season ends
with Final Four berth
Tigers fall to New
Mexico Lobos in College
Cup semifinals.
DANIEL TAYLOR
STAFF WRITER

Tired of Eating Ramen Noodles?
Roommates Annoying Vou?
Does Your Job Sucb?

Tiger Domino's
Is Hiring! g»

Must Be 18 or Over
Good Driving Record
Apply in Person Anytime
Chuck Norris Wishes He Could Work Here!

Flexible Schedule

864-653-7575
501-4 Old Greenville Hwy. • Clemson, SC 29631
Bi-Lo Shopping Center

Lots of Money
Fame & Glory
Very Possible

After being just one game
above .500 over the last two seasons, the Clemson Tiger men's
soccer team finished with a banner year in 2005 and reestablished
themselves as a power in the
world of collegiate soccer. The
season kicked off at home with
a thrilling 2-1 overtime victory
over rival South Carolina which
set the tone for the year. As the
season went on, the Tigers tallied
up wins with their outstanding
defensive play. Only once during
the regular season did the Tigers
give up more than one goal in
regulation. The exception came
in the fifth game of the year with
a 0-3 loss to the future National
Champion Maryland Terrapins.
In the postseason, the Tigers
shined in the NCAA tournament. Despite losing in the second round to North Carolina in
the ACC tournament, the Tigers
rolled off four shutout wins over
tournament teams, outscoring
their opponents 7-0 during that
stretch.
Excitement peaked on campus when Clemson was fortunate
enough to host a match-up in
the elite eight versus Creighton.
Many students tailgated prior
to the game with every bit the
passion they show on football

Saturdays. The Tigers responded
to the sudden buzz around campus, and they showed the home
crowd of 6,680 a 1-0 victory. With
the win, the Tigers clinched a
berth in the Final Four but lost to
New Mexico 2-1 in the semifinals.
New Mexico was outplayed only
twice last year, their second loss
coming against Maryland in the
championship game.
Adair's
squad finished with a record of
15-6-3 and ranked third in polls.
Last season marks the seventh
time in 11 years that the Tigers
have finished ranked under
Adair, and it was the highest final
ranking since the 1998 season in
which the Tigers ended up the
number one team with a 22-2-0
record.
Post-season awards acknowledged two Tigers as AllAmericans, and both stars will
be returning next year. Junior
goalkeeper Phil Marfuggi averaged 0.85 goals allowed last year
and recorded 89 saves. He was
honored as a first-team All-ACC
and first-team AU-American by
Soccer America. Marfuggi hopes
to add to his save total next season as he ranks fifth all-time in
Clemson history.
Sophomore defender Nathan
Sturgis started every game this
year. In those 24 games he tallied two goals and seven assists.
Soccer America also named him
first-team All-American with
Marfuggi.
Sturgis was also
entitled the ACC's Defensive
Player of the Year. With the honors of both Marfuggi and Sturgis,
twelve players have been named
All-Americans since Adair started
at Clemson.

bloom
The Employer of Choice is who we are!
Bloom, a different kind of grocery store located in Anderson,
Greenville, and Seneca, has immediate openings.
The Bloom Team is seeking diverse, highly-motivated, and
results-oriented candidates for the following positions:

Experienced:
Assistant Deli / Bakery Managers
Assistant Market Managers
Deli / Bakery Associates
Stockers
Sales Associates
Seafood Coordinators

Assistant Produce Managers
Assistant Customer Service Managers
Produce Associates
Office Assistants
Specialty Merchandising Associates

We offer:
COMPETITIVE WAGES

RETIREMENT PLAN and 401 (k)

ANNUAL BONUS

PAIDVACATIONS

PAID HOLIDAYS

HEALTH and LIFE INS.

Apply online at www.shopbloom.com
or send resumes to rlwhite@foodlion.com

Career Fairs
Saturday, April 22, 2006 8am

6pm

Anderson Location
Quality Inn

Greenville Location
Bloom Office

Seneca Location
Day's Inn

3509 Clemson Blvd.
Anderson, SC 29621

1901 Laurens Rd.;
Suite L

11015 N. Radio Station Rd.
Seneca, SC 29678

Greenville, SC 29607
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Of traditions: The Tiger, The Rock, The Hill
II
HEATH MILLS

SPORTS EDITOR EMERITUS

The Tiger Paw and the words
"Clemson Tigers" are emblazoned
all over the Clemson area from the
athletic facilities to the library and
even the streets leading into town.
The adoption of the Tiger mascot
did not occur until former school
president Walter Merritt Riggs
brought football, orange and
purple colored jerseys and the
nickname "Tigers" from Alabama
Polytechnic Institute (now known
as Auburn University) to Clemson
College. Riggs used his alma
mater's old equipment to start
Clemson's football program.
The name became synonymous with the Clemson football
team very quickly. One of the
earliest slogans for the team was,
"Eat 'em up Tigers!" But before
1954, no Tiger mascot was present
at football games.
During that season, Gabby
Hayes became the first student
to don the suit. From that season
on, the Tiger mascot has become
a fan favorite in Death Valley,
especially for younger fans.
He has been seen fighting with
opposing mascots, being passed
through the stands by the crowd,
mocking opponents by sitting in a
lawn chair in their end zone and
intimidating officials.
The Tiger mascot was not the
only one roaming the sidelines
in 1954, though. Clemson also
had a second mascot known as
the Country Gentleman, who
was a student dressed in a tophat, purple tails and carrying a
cane. Though the mascot was
popular and original, the Country

Gentleman was dropped in 1972,
was about the same time playing
"Dixie" and waving Confederate
Flags at games was dropped.
In 1978, the Tiger mascot
began with a tradition that would
soon be imitated across the South.
Zack Mills, who Clemson legend
Bob Bradley once called, "perhaps
the most innovative and funloving Tiger of all," started the
pushup tradition after Clemson
scores. After each Clemson score
at a football game, the Tiger mascot does pushups equal to the total
score Clemson has in the game.
The pushups were originally
done in the east endzone and the
Clemson kicker would delay the
kickoff until the pushups were
done. The pushups have been performed on a board held up by the
cheerleaders near the student section ever since the NCAA banned
mascots from entering the field of
play in 1978.
The pushups are no small feat,
considering the Tiger suit weighs
over 45 pounds (the head alone
is 20 pounds) and the number
of them done in a day can get
extremely high. Due to the heat
of the suit and the physical exertion, mascots have been known to
lose 10 to 12 pounds on gameday.
During Clemson's 82-24 rout
of Wake Forest in 1981, another
famous Tiger mascot, Ricky
Capps, had to do 465 pushups.
The single season record is 1,549
by Dan Wangerin in 2000, who
eclipsed Mills's record from the
inaugural '78 season.
In 1993, the Tiger Cub joined
the Tiger on the sidelines at football games. Both can be spotted
at most Clemson sporting events,
pep rallies, festivals and occasionally roaming the sidewalks

Summer Help

When the
Clemson Tigers
run down The
Hill, it's the
most exciting
25 seconds in
college football.
Brent Musberger
ABC Sports

II
of campus on "One Clemson"
Fridays.
Clemson football is synonymous with The Hill and Howard's
Rock. The sight of 85,000 orange
clad fans clapping and yelling at
the top of their lungs as the Tigers
stand at the top of The Hill and rub
The Rock is enough to intimidate
any visiting team in Death Valley.
The sights and sounds after the
cannon fires and the Tigers storm
down The Hill to "Tiger Rag" is
even more imposing.
What makes the tradition
more impressive is its very humble beginnings.
When Memorial Stadium
was first completed to house
football games in 1942, the Tigers'
locker rooms were still in Fike
Field House. The closest point
of entry to the stadium was the
gate along Williamson Road. The
Tigers would cross the street and
run down the hill on the east
side of the stadium for part of
their warm-ups. This continued
to be the method of entrance for

the Tigers for nearly a quarter
of a century without any sort of
fanfare.
The next big step in the evolution of the trademark of Clemson
Tiger football was when Clemson
alumnus S.C. Jones made a trip to
Death Valley, California in 1964
or 1965. Memorial Stadium had
received the nickname "Death
Valley" 17 years earlier when
former Presbyterian College
coach Lonnie McMillan had been
quoted in the media saying that he
was taking the Blue Hose to play
Clemson in Death Valley, due to
PC's horrible record there.
While Jones was in Death
Valley, he found a white flint
rock that he decided to take back
to give to Clemson head coach
Frank Howard. The 1919 graduate presented the rock to Howard,
claiming it "from Death Valley,
California to Death Valley, South
Carolina."
Howard found no immediate use for the rock, and it sat on
the floor in his office for at least a
year. Upon realizing the rock was
still there one day, Howard told
IPTAY executive secretary Gene
Willimon to "take the rock and
throw it over the fence, or out in
the ditch — do something with it,
but get it out of here."
Willimon, for some reason
or another, decided to save the
rock. From there the story became
legend.
Coach Howard began to
use the term "Death Valley" to
describe Memorial Stadium himself in the 1950s. From that point
on the name stuck.
Then on September 24, 1966,
The Rock was placed on a pedestal on the top of The Hill. That day
The Rock showed its first magic
powers in the eyes of Hger fans,
leading Clemson back from an 18point deficit midway through the
third quarter to defeat Virginia.

Almost exactly one year later,
players started rubbing The Rock
before running down The Hill and
Coach Howard spoke the famous
words still instilled in players
today before they are allowed to
touch the stone.
"If you're going to give me 110
percent, you can rub my rock,"
Howard said. "If you're not, keep
your filthy hands off of it."
Though all the events were in
place for the tradition to continue
unchanged, Coach Howard's
retirement brought a short end to
the Tigers running down The Hill.
When Hootie Ingram became the
head coach for the 1970 football
season, the locker rooms had
moved to their current location in
the west end zone. Ingram decided to not bother with the hassle of
getting the players around to the
east side of the stadium to make
their entrance from The Hill.
The Tigers did not run down
the hill for the 1970, '71 and most
of the '72 season. The team had a
dismal home record of 6-9 during
that span. Finally, the team asked
to be able to enter via The Hill
before the season-ending game
against USC in 1972. Following a
nail-biting 7-6 victory, the tradition began again.
Today the Tigers perform their
warm-ups before heading back
into the locker room for last minute preparations. Then, the team
boards buses to cart everyone
to the gate on Williamson Road.
As the players swarm around
Howard's Rock, the band breaks
into Tiger Rag and the crowd
builds its excitement. The cannon fires and a stream of orange
helmets flows down onto the
field, following the Tiger mascot
and a Tiger Paw flag. The crowd
erupts, thousands of orange balloons are released into the sky and
the band plays the final stanza of
Tiger Rag.

NOW HIRING!
at Portman Marina
Outdoor work.
Marina dock refloatation project.
Located on Lake Hartwell
less than 10 min. from campus.
Starting pay $10.00 per hour.

LooKing for
an apartment
or house?

Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211

The Galley
Re st aixr ant
Fine Waterfront Dining
And Nami Asian Bistro
Great Pay
Flexible Hours
Only 12 miles from campus
No Sundays
Evenings Only

NOW HIRING!
Apply in person at
Portman Marina
Lake Hartwell, Anderson
287-3215 or 287-3211

Check out Tiger Properties for all of
your rental needs!
We have units available near and far from campus. . .Call us today... They're going fast.

Call 654-RENT
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mass
p.m. - until
Come out and enjoy
ive music, food and prizes!
Student Organizations Day will be held
before the Block Party from 4 - 6 p.m.

Sponsored by:

STUDENT
lUVLEDIA

Recording .the history of Clemson University.

entertainment for you!
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Beware what you post on Facebook
Authorities in Colorado
arrested a 16-year old boy
for the possession of a
handgun by a minor. The arrest
was based on photos the boy
posted on his MySpace profile.
The pictures showed him posing
with handguns and rifles. Some
of the boy's friends saw the photos and showed them to their parents, who in turn informed school
officials and the police.
This may be an extreme scenario, but it highlights some of the
dangers associated with relatively
new social networking Web sites
such as MySpace and Facebook.
Information that is meant only for
friends becomes instantly accessible by all sorts of people.
This incident is by no means
an isolated one. Connecticut
authorities are investigating
reports that seven girls were sexually assaulted by older men they
met on MySpace. Perhaps of more
relevance to college students,
reports circulate of college police
breaking up parties or arresting people based on evidence
found in Facebook profiles. Some
employers have even taken to
examining potential employees'
Facebook profiles as a component
of the final job screening process.
These and other incidents
all point to a disparity between
who students think accesses their
profiles and who actually can
and does view information about
them. The Internet has long been
associated with anonymous and
freewheeling
communication.
The current college generation
grew up during the advent of chat
rooms and instant messaging, two
highly anonymous and transitory
methods of communication. That
anonymity does not transfer to
Facebook, though. Anything posted to a Facebook profile essentially
becomes part of a permanent and
publicly available record.

facetook
OO0 baL
pokfn

I swear I a»»,
nof a narc '"

3 1'

Once information has been Just as companies sometimes
posted onto Facebook, plenty of incorporate social functions into
people not anticipated by the post- their interview processes to see if
er will have access to it. Faculty potential hires can handle themand staff at Clemson can create selves responsibly, they may also
check out a stuprofiles and can
dent's Facebook
look at students'
account to see
information. So,
THE ISSUE
how the stuanything posted
ACCESS TO INFORMATION
dent chooses to
on
Facebook
ON FACEBOOK POSES
present his or
might be viewed
herself.
This may
by your departPRIVACY PROBLEMS FOR
seem shady and
ment
chair.
USERS.
underhanded,
University police
but one must
officers can also
OUR VIEW
understand that
get on Facebook.
USERS SHOULD BE AWARE
social networks
While there are
THAT INFORMATION THEY
are not anonyprobably more
mous; whatever
effective ways to
POST OFTEN BECOMES
one chooses to
enforce the laws
PUBLICLY ACCESSIBLE.
post will be
than by skimavailable to all.
ming through
Even if someone
profiles, inforgoes
to
great
pains
to keep an
mation in a profile can be used in
the investigation of a crime, like employer-friendly profile, his or
the Colorado police did in the case her friends may still tag pictures of
him or her which will be available
of the 16-year-old boy.
Additionally, as graduates to whoever wants to see them.
Not only can unexpected
retain their Facebook accounts,
employers are increasingly able to Facebook members get informause Facebook as an evaluation tool tion by viewing one's profile, but
a user's personal information can
when making hiring decisions

also leak out by merely registering for the service. Both the user
agreement and the privacy policy
indicate that Facebook can give
information to third parties and
can supplement its data with
information from newspapers,
blogs and instant messages.
Facebook does of course have
tremendous upsides. It allows
individuals to communicate with
more people than would ever be
possible 10 years ago, and college
friends will undoubtedly stay in
touch much more than any previous generation. But by making
information so readily available,
it also creates opportunities for
misuse mat most people will not
appreciate until too late.
All these factors make clear
the importance of two principals: Responsibility and caveat
emptor. First, people should be
responsible about how they portray themselves and their friends,
and employers, authorities and
the owners must approach this
information reasonably and fairly.
Second, "let the buyer beware"
applies to all parties involved.
Facebook users need to understand the potential consequences
of the information they share,
and outside viewers need to
understand that the material on
Facebook is often only a humorous, lighthearted presentation of
one aspect of a person. Facebook
is an incredibly valuable communications tool that will link the
college generation more tightly
than any before it, but users have
to understand that, like anything
good in life, they have to be aware
of the downsides.
The opinions expressed in the above
editorial are written by the opinions editor
and represent the majority opinion of The
Tiger editorial board. In representing the
majority view, the staff editorials may
not represent the individual view of any
particular member.

Diversify your experiences in college

SHELVIS PONDS

Columnist
I was sitting at the kitchen table sorting
through the mail, and I distinctly remember opening a letter from Clemson's office
of admissions. My heart pounded as I read the
words "You've been accepted." I immediately
rushed to the phone to tell my friend Kevin
the great news. "Guess what, man!" I yelled
to Kevin excitedly. "I'm going to Clemson!"
Thinking that I would be praised, maybe even
a little envied for my prestigious acceptance, I
was met with words that I have never forgotten to this day. "Shelvis," replied Kevin assuredly, "thaf s the White Man's World!" After
hearing his reply, I let the conversation linger
on for a couple of more minutes, not really
thinking about anything more than those three
words he had said — "White Man's World."
I don't think he knew the impact those words
would have on me.
My first few weeks as a freshman were
haunted by Kevin's comment. When going to
take my showers, I would hear rooms blasting music from unidentified bands. "Cause
I saddle up my horse and I ride into the city
[...] Save a horse, ride a cowboy" are some
lyrics that I distinctly remember. And on some
occasions, I could have sworn someone was

playing a little techno — a musical form that I
had, hitherto, not much contact with.
In addition, when I'd go to the cafeterias,
bookstores or the library, I was taken aback
by the popularity of Rainbow flip-flops, Polo
shirts and khaki shorts. Had I entered into a
completely new world where the high-top
Timberland or fitted hat was considered
passe? All these things flooded my mind, and
I can remember feeling a little distanced, like
a circle in a series of sided objects on one of
those pattern similarity tests you take in third
grade.
But it was my English 103 class, along
with Kevin's remark, that led to my epiphany
concerning the whole matter. My class was
discussing the idea of eugenics — the Hitlersupported science that dealt with mating only
the smartest, healthiest, most intelligent individuals to create a "better" society — and I
saw how pretentious it was for people to think
that somehow God had made them the elite.
I thought to myself how beautiful differences
could be, and I knew that in order to really
start enjoying my college life, maybe I had better start thinking about diversifying.
A couple of days later, I made an effort
to go and meet some of the guys on my hall.
While talking to them, I learned many interesting things. I can remember one being a
great swimmer from Knoxville, Term., and
another being a talented painter from Marion,
a Carolina town not too far from where I live. I
had made connections, and I was happy. It felt
like I had gained some ground, and I knew
inside I had made a great start.
The next couple of months I continued
on my journey to becoming more diversified.

However, my second semester as a freshman
presented me with the greatest opportunities
to expand my horizons. In my Spanish class,
I tried to absorb as much of the Hispanic culture as I could from my Colombian teacher.
I enjoyed learning about Hispanic festivals,
most notably La Tbmatina (the tomato festival), as well as watching famous, award-winning Hispanic movies such as "Los Diarios
de Motocicletas" (The Motorcycle Diaries).
Many times I made an effort to talk with her
after class about her experiences in South
America. She astounded me with her stories
and before I knew it, I had begun making
plans to study abroad and even minor in
Spanish.
Now that I'm in my sophomore year,
I'm really reaping the benefits of my willingness to get to know other types of people.
Who knew I would enjoy playing frisbee on
Bowman, attending FC A meetings or catching the occasional Spanish film in Daniel?
These things I would have never discovered
had I not decided to get out and diversify my
college experience.
And now, when I see my friends, especially Kevin, they're elated that I decided to
attend Clemson. I have a competitive edge
because I've been exposed to different cultures, and I can share my experiences with
them. I don't see Clemson as the "White
Man's World" but instead as a place where
I feel I have embraced diversity. And this
diversity has made me a better, more fulfilled
person capable of associating with a greater
is a sophomore English major. Email comments to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

SHELVIS PONDS

Will you continue to
use Facebook in light
of privacy concerns?

"No, I think
that Facebook
is the spawn
of Satan that
is ruining
America's
youth."

Trey Moore
biochemistry
senior

"I did it
because my
girlfriend is
on there, so
if we're still
together in
15 years then
I can't really
complain."
Jason Clark
construction science and
management
junior
"If I had realized that
Facebook
shared some
of my private
information,
I probably
wouldn't have
joined."
Brittany Triplett
English
graduate student

"I don't mind
because I don't
put anything
on there that
I would mind
people seeing."

Katie Reeder
secondary education
sophomore
"I don't put
anything
incriminating on my
Facebook. It
doesn't matter
to me."

Mitchel Cooper
civil engineering
sophomore

"As long as
people are
responsible
with their information it
shouldn't be a
problem."
Patrick Brownson
engineering
freshman
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Overuse of words
Unique culture, family atmosphere removes meaning
COMMENTARY

provide quality of life for students

JENNY MASON

Associate Editor
Earlier this year one of
my roommates became
a Clemson tour guide
and she invited me to join her
on one of her tours. At the
end of her tour she asked me
to explain to the group why I
decided to come to Clemson
and why I thought they
should, too.
I spoke about the Clemson
family, something in which
I truly believe, but I felt
like the answer I gave was
cheap; I lacked the ability to
describe exactly what makes
the Clemson family and why
these perspective students
should become a part of it.
It was not until my recent
trip to New York City that I
realized why, after three years,
I can truly say my blood runs
orange.
New York City is one of
my favorite places, and in
May, when I graduate, my
plan is to move there and find
a job (though perhaps I should
re-prioritize the latter).
On the way to the airport
after my recent visit I sat next
to a woman who has lived in
the city her whole life. She
said she had one piece of
advice, and it was to not move
into the city.
The city, she warned, will
suck you dry. She said the city
had no quality of life, that
people worked nine to five
just to get the bills paid and if
they were lucky, they took the
weekend off.
And she was no low-paid
worker who was scrounging
for money; she was a photographer and as we talked she
showed me some of her work
— her most recent was a shoot
of Lauren Bush for a new

fragrance. When she began
be apart of this family.
talking about the lack in qualIt's this acceptance that
ity of life in New York City, I
turns Clemson University into
realized just what I would be
the Clemson family.
leaving behind in Clemson.
And maybe you won't
I looked forward to the big find this right away; it might
city life because I thought it
take time to find your niche
would offer me more culture
in FCA, or in student governthan Clemson does, at least
ment, or on the rowing team.
some diversity. But thinkHave faith that there is a
ing about it now, I really just
place for you here. With more
needed to appreciate the culthan 200 student organizature of Clemson; it's not that
tions, there are plenty of ways
there is no culture here; I just
to meet people and become
had to understand it.
involved with something on
That's what the past three
campus.
years have been for me, and
Ask anyone — ask
hopefully you will come to
President Barker, ask the
understand the same. The
senior in your freshman
quality of life on this campus
Spanish class, ask the night
and the surrounding comsecurity guard at Cooper
munity is unbeatable, and I
Library (a place you may want
would bet that any person
to visit every once in awhile)
you stopped on a walk across
— they will all be willing to
campus would tell you the
share their stories about what
same.
turned their blood orange.
As a freshman you will
Earlier in this issue you
come to find that playing on
came across ten of the best
Bowman, tanning on Lever
people to know on campus (if
Beach (or checking out the
you skipped it, go back and
girls tanning on Lever Beach),
read it ... go on, do it). These
tailgating before a football/
people are great contacts to
baseball/intramural softball
make to help your transition
game and figuring out better
into Clemson smoother and
places to eat than Schilleter or
more enjoyable.
Harcombe is just as important
Of course, the bumpy road
as making it to class — someof assimilation into college is
times more important than
what makes for great stories
class (who makes projects due later (like showing up for
on a Monday after a home
class late and then find out it's
game anyway?).
not the right class).
It hasn't taken me three
In a way it is kind of sad
years to fall in love with
that it took me three years
Clemson, it just took me this
to realize how much the
long to realize that Clemson
Clemson family means to me.
culture is all about family.
Luckily, I still have one
From orientation, to living
more year to revel in it and
in the dorm, to rushing and
then a lifetime to continue it.
pledging Greek organizations,
During the next four years
to playing intramural games
of your college career I hope
(a must if you have athletic
that you find Clemson to be as
abilities or like to pretend that welcoming, challenging and
you do), you will meet people
amazing as I have.
from the best parts of the
Welcome to Clemson,
world.
where the blue ridge yawns
Clemson attracts students
its greatness, where the Tigers
and faculty from all over the
play.
world, so even if you may
complain about not be able to
completely understand your
JENNY MASON is a senior majoring in
foreign physics professor, you
English. E-mail comments to letters©
can take pride in having them
TheTigerNews.com.

COLLEEN GLEESON

Opinions Editor
We destroy words. As a
culture, we sensationalize words and expressions to such an extraordinary
extent that they lose their meaning. For example, in as early as
the sixth grade, blossoming writers are continually reminded to
stay away from the word "nice,"
as the term has become so commonplace that every bit of meaning has been wrung out of it.
"Have a nice day." What does that
mean anymore? For that matter,
what does having a "great day"
or a "good night" entail? When
words become so closely tied
with phrases, they lose their value
altogether. Sadly, such destruction
hardly stops with niceties.
Consider the word "hero"
in our society. By using the term
so broadly, we have managed to
group someone donating blood
with soldiers dying in hand-tohand combat. Workers in the
World Trade Center are considered
in the same class of "hero" as the
firefighters who entered the fated
buildings by their own free will in
order to save lives. Giving blood
is a noble activity, just as the loss
of life in the collapse of the Twin
Towers is a travesty. Examples
certainly exist of individual acts of
valor and courage, but in a broad
sense, it would be a disservice to
the truly brave to consider either
party "heroes."
Along the same vein, recent
world events have numbed us to
the term "terror." Currently, the
U.S. is fighting a "War on Terror,"
somehow implying that our
efforts overseas are intended to
free Americans from an irrationally gripping anxiety of some sort.
Defined as an "overwhelming
fear," terror is probably a foreign
concept to most citizens. Perhaps
we should consider the situation
of people elsewhere in the world
who wake up each day unsure

of whether they will survive to
return to bed.
In a more intimate sense, consider "love." If such a notion does
not hold personal appeal, take,
instead, "hate." The two terms are
intended to encompass such overwhelmingly powerful emotions,
yet are thrown around like articles.
We "love" ice cream and "hate"
the Red Sox. We "love" our mothers and "hate" sin. The connotations are as different as night and
day. The sensation of completely
loving another person is hardly
similar to the slight bias one has
towards a favorite dessert, yet we
group the two emotions under the
broad category of "love." Sadly,
such desensitization seems to have
had an affect on the value society
places on the original meaning of
such terms.
In order to compete with the
declining significance of individual words, we are forced to find
new catch-phrases to capture each
others' attention. Nothing merely
"funny" is worth listening to — it
has to be "hilarious" for me to pay
attention. A tasty dessert is not
worth the calories —I'll wait for
the dish "to die for."
The simple truth is that we
are all willing to pervert an otherwise beautiful language in order
to attract and retain the attention
of others. Sadly, this practice is
so commonplace that overuse of
words in inappropriate contexts
has eroded the meaning of much
of the English language.
Slowly but surely we are
declining into a world of imprecise
and therefore meaningless communication. This is all because we
are too lazy to choose our words
more carefully when it is easier
to rely on hyperbolic devices to
ensure our understanding of the
message.
That said, next time pause to
think about whether or not you
"love" your new pair of shoes.
Determine if you truly "hate" your
eight-o-clock class. Then decide if
the word of choice is worth cheapening.
Oh yeah ... have a nice day.

COLLEEN GLEESON

is a junior ...

studying English. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.

Students should not take education for granted
LUCY BEAM HOFFMAN

Columnist
How alive is the "dumbing down theory" in
your life? Are you getting by — by getting by? Are
you challenging yourself in
your classes or finding ways
to barely make the grades you
need? Have you taken your
education into your own hands
and find yourself pursuing
information that interests you
regardless of your assignments?
Or are you hardly even doing
what your professors ask of
you?
Professor Michael Kryzanek
of Bridgewater State College,
with 30 years of higher education instruction, is eloquent in
his opinion of the dumbing
down of a college education.

He states in the Boston Globe:
"A recent study by the National
Center for Education Statistics
found that only 31 percent of
college graduates could read a
'complex book and extrapolate
from it' Furthermore, the
study found that far fewer
college graduates are leaving
school with 'the skills needed
to comprehend routine data,
such as reading a table about
the relationship between blood
pressure and physical activity."
That is scary information. And
we sometimes wonder why
other countries are doing so
much better in the educational
arena.
This is one of the remarkable aspects of my education.
After waiting many years to be
able to pursue the direction in
which I am now going, I find
that I am regularly surrounded
by students who have no
apparent interest in their education. These are people who
don't do the work required and
then don't quite get it when
they make lousy grades.
Perhaps my problem is that

I look at people the ages of 18
to 22 (and older) who appear
to be adults. They are fully
grown for the most part. They
are functioning on their own
and living lives of freedom.
They have the autonomy to
decide when to study, when
to go to class, when to party
and when to stay up all night.
And yet it hasn't sunk in — the
fact that this requires effort,
determination and focus. Here
is the challenging fact — a college education involves making
delayed gratification choices.
Ouch. It requires that one
firmly decide this is what she
wants at this time in her life,
or this will become the missed
opportunity one may later
moan about and regret.
Take responsibility for
actions and behavior now.
Embrace the education being
offered, take it to the next
level now — or get out and
wait a few years. The simple
fact of the matter is that not
all people are college material.
That certainly is not what we
were taught in high school, but

it is a fact. However, that said,
this is the time when it will be
easiest to do this before responsibilities, mortgages and kids,
but hey, I didn't do it that way.
I waited until I had three sons
and a grandson, after I had
owned a business for 20 years
and after I was sure I would
stick to the commitment with
real desire and determination.
But let me tell you something. As a commuting student,
the drive from Greenville to
Clemson stinks on a regular
basis. I have many demands
on my time, from our business
and employees to the desire to
spend time with children and
friends, from the need to fit
exercise in on a regular basis to
the over-riding desire to write
and write and write. Every so
often I have to cook and clean
my house. It is a juggling act
that sometimes staggers me.
It apparently can be done
as I have done it. I recognize
that for most of my life, I
have done things backwards
in comparison to others. If one
is exceedingly lucky, has a tre-

mendous support system and
finances along with a strong
family, there will be time to do
it later. Because bottom line,
we all have to earn a living
someday. Parents are not always
going to want or be able to
pay for the education. In fact
(here is a ghastly truth) someday they may become the ones
needing support. Take a look at
the statistics; we are living longer and longer. My generation
is sandwiched between children
and our own parents. It can be
a tight fit
Okay, lecture over. I hope
that some will take time to
consider this. Understand and
embrace this amazing educational opportunity, take it to
another level and see how gratifying it can be. Or else have
the courage to choose something else. Perhaps now is not
the time for college —but then
again perhaps the best effort
hasn't yet been given.
LUCY BEAM HOFFMAN

is a senior

majoring in history. E-mail comments
to letters@TheTigerNews.com.
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Eating disorders
not worth danger

MARK ZIATS

Columnist
On fall Saturdays in
Clemson, like clockwork
the campus transforms
from bookbag-wearing students
on their way to class into twelvepack-carrying visitors looking for
their next tailgate. As fraternities
play beer pong in front of Hardin,
The Fast Point turns out cases like
a factory, and underage students
walk with their Dixie cups past
police, it quickly becomes apparent that alcohol plays a large role
in the Saturday atmosphere. But
even without a reason to pregame,
Gemson students have two oncampus establishments where
they can go to drink — provided
they are 21 — and if not, about
half the bars downtown will let
you in with nothing more than a
glorified library card.
So it would seem then, that
the Clemson culture is rather
supportive of drinking, from
parent and alumni tailgates all
the way up to the administration
that allows drinking on campus.
But, of course, we also have to
reach the Top 20, which means
we can't afford to be No. 2 party
school in the nation again. Enter
the recent attempts by Clemson
to improve this image and curb
the underage drinking that contributes to it— such policies as
those reported in January in The
Tiger, have become all too familiar to students over the past three
or four years as the University
has tried to move away from this
negative image. While doing so
is certainly justified (I don't want
graduate programs thinking I
went to a drinking school) the
well-intentioned policies are not
only futile but counter-productive
to students' chances for success.
Take for instance, the loss of
parking privileges after one's
second drinking infraction.
Maybe I just have a cynical outlook, but I imagine the effects of
this punishment inducing this
scenario: A student goes out on
Thursday night, rolls out of bed
hungover Friday morning with
30 minutes before his first class
— realizing the trouble in getting

to campus or taking a parking
fine, combined with his headache, would result in a sour start
to the weekend — he rolls back
over and skips his classes for the
day. The other sanctions aren't
any more logical: Relocation from
University housing allows more
freedom to drink off-campus; 50
hours of community service is
50 hours less time to study for
exams; and, of course, the dreaded parental notification, which I
assume means a grounding over
Thanksgiving break?
What is amiss here is how a
community that seems so supportive of a culture of drinking one day goes to such great
lengths the next to make drinking infractions so detrimental to
students' success. It goes without
saying that underage drinking
is a major problem at just about
every campus in America, and
that is certainly not going to
change at Clemson because the
people at Lifestyles teach that
o!rinking is bad. So, if we really
want to curb alcohol abuse on
campus to both help students
and improve the University's
image, why can't we do so in a
progressive way that will set us
apart from other institutions, with
study hours instead of service
hours, mandatory involvement in
a student organization instead of
lifestyles classes. In short, instead
of wasting students' time, why
not use this as a tool to improve
students' chances of succeeding?
If we are to move into the Top 20,
we need to find innovative ways
of making a Clemson experience
more valuable than other schools.
Sending a letter to a students'
parents in no way advances a
Clemson students maturity and
self-capability any more than a
call home from the principal did
in high school. If the University
is to allow drinking five feet
outside of a student's dorm,
then we need to find better ways
to address underage drinking
problems using a more proactive
approach. Just as tailgating won't
stop being a part of a Clemson
Saturday, neither will underage
drinking. Rather than steer these
students further off of a successful path, we need to intervene in
a progressive way that will actually benefit students, and in doing
so will set us apart as an elite
ts a seniormajoring in
biochemistry. E-mail comments to
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
MARK ZIATS

CARTOONS

fact that I barely weighed 100
pounds and size zero pants were
loose on me.
Pretty much every thought I
had about my weight was irrational, and for the most part I
knew it. I couldn't help but think
JULIE LEDBETTER
it though, and most people with
Editor in Chief
eating disorders can't. For people
without eating disorders it may
seem hard to fathom skipping
Have you ever wanted to
change something about even one meal a day. You must
know you aren't eating, right?
yourself? I think everyPeople with eating disorders
one has at one time or another,
know they aren't eating; what
myself included.
they don't know is how skinny
A few weeks ago, my French
they are.
teacher gave our class a topic for
I never developed any seria composition: Choose a social
ous health problems, but many
issue that is important to you
people do. Eating disorders can
and that you feel needs more
cause heart problems, loss of
attention. I chose eating disorbone density and muscle, kidney
ders, not only because I know
problems, pancreatitis and other
people who have had them, but
problems depending on the type
also because I had one myself.
and severity of disorder.
I think eating disorders are
According to the National
more common than most people
think partly because it is hard for Eating Disorder Association
people who have had or do have (NEDA)'s Web site, five to 10
million people suffer from eating
an eating disorder to say so.
disorders, and anorexia has the
I would consider myself
highest premature mortality rate
a fairly normal and rational
of any psychiatric disorder.
person. I have never really had
The most disturbing facts on
a self-esteem problem, and I
their Web site to me though was
certainly was never overweight.
that 42 percent of first through
So why would someone like
third grade girls want to be thinme develop an eating disorder?
ner, and 81 percent of 10-yearI didn't start out trying to lose
olds are afraid of being fat.
weight. An unrelated medical
It scares me to think that six
problem caused me to drop a lot
and seven-year-old girls are worof weight unexpectedly.
ried about their weight. I don't
After I lost weight some peothink I even knew how much I
ple said to me: "You have lost so
weighed at that age.
much weight! It looks good." It
Some of the blame for eatmade me wonder how I looked
ing disorders clearly falls on the
before. Was I fat before? Those
media. Just about every actress
comments only encouraged me
in Hollywood is rail thin, and
to stay thin.
recently stars such as Nicole
I was fortunate in that I
Richie and Lindsay Lohan have
never developed any serious
dropped drastic amounts of
health problems from the eating
weight.
disorder. Many other people,
But even without celebrities, I
however, are not as lucky. Notice
think eating disorders would still
I said people and not girls.
exist. According to NEDA's Web
I think one of the most comsite, 80 percent of women are not
mon misconceptions is that teensatisfied with their bodies.
age girls are the only ones who
Another contributing factor to
have eating disorders, but anyeating disorders is friends. Being
one can be affected. As hard as it
friends with someone who has
is for girls to talk about, it is just
an eating disorder can fuel your
as, if not more, difficult for guys
drive to be as thin as possible. It
to talk about.
Earing disorders are a mental becomes almost a competition
illness, something I didn't realize among friends, even if they never
talk about it.
until I had one myself. I always
Even once I had started eating
wondered how someone could
again, I still watched my diet. I
think they were fat when they
clearly weren't. I remember years could recognize that I was thin,
but I sure didn't want to gain the
before watching something on
weight back.
television about eating disorders.
Now I eat normally (well,
I thought 'how do those girls not
maybe regularly is a better word
realize how skinny they really
choice), and I work out a lot. I
are?'
would be lying if I said I don't
The truth is when you have
an eating disorder you can't really ever feel fat. I think everyone has
those days, but I am satisfied with
see yourself. You can look in the
my body now.
mirror a hundred times, and it
And I wish that more people,
makes no difference. You still see
girls especially could be happy
a fat person. I think if s hard for
with their bodies too, because are
people to understand that.
appearances really worth dying
Now, when I look back at
for?
pictures of myself, I can see how
skinny I really was. It amazes
JULIE LEDBETTER is a senior majorme that I never noticed it when
ing in English. E-mail comments to
I had the eating disorder. I never
letters@TheTigerNews.com.
thought I was thin, despite the
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Clemson's Only Waterfront Student Community

MANAGEME NT!

391-202 College Ave., Suite 200, Clemson, SC 29631

RENTALS STARTING FROM

...

FEATURED PROPERTIES
•

2

TiUman Place

•

Village Green

Hart's Cove

Daniel Square

CedarWoods

South Ridge

Campus West

University Place

Fort Hill Commons

Oak Crest

MILES FROM CAMPUS AND A WORLD AWAY
2,3, & 4-Suite Condominiums

Volleyball Court

Private Baths

Basketball Court

HOUSES, TOWNHOMES,
CONDOS & APARTMENTS

High Speed Internet Available

Pool & Fitness Center

•

1, 2,3 & 4 Bedrooms

Computer Labs

Tanning Bed

On-Site Managment

•

Furnished & Unfurnished

Barbeque Picnic Area

Washer & Dryer in each unit

Lighted Common Areas

•

Pets allowed in Select Properties

Enhanced Sprinkler Protection

1,600 ft. of Private Lakefront

•

Many Locations within Walking Distance to Campus

864.654.3333 • WWW.APM-ONLINE.BIZ
College is classes, friends, exams,
fun, tight schedules and food.
Meal
plans bring it all together with flavor and
ease. How can you resist?

Dining Services cooks up delicious
food for you and your friends, all
over campus.
Nutritious meals prepared daily
Vegetarian and/or vegan dishes at all three halls
1 2
on-campus locations with the variety you crave
Places for sit-down meals with friends
Quick-stop spots for days on the run
Several money-saving meal plans to choose from

You may be familiar with our three
great halls
Mar-combe
With the concept "Real Food on
Campus," it's like a restaurant.
Schilletter
The "Fresh Food Company" means
food prepared before your eyes in a marketplace
setting.
Clemson Mouse
Home-style cooking in
spacious booths is perfect for gathering with
friends.

But new to Dining Services this fall
are:
JUMP Asian Express Cuisine
Later hours of operation at Harcombe and the
to-go area open for lunch and dinner on weekends
Fresh new look of Schilletter

Hey! Don't forget about these
favorite features!
Einstein Bros. Bagels
Gourmet coffee at Loggia Latte
Registered dietitian on campus
Optional Paw Points
Menus and nutritional info online and at dining
halls
Check out what's being served today, xxe-x.t:
week and two weeks from now.
For everything you'd like to know about Clemson's
meal plans, locations and food-tastic developments,
go to WUJIAJ . clemson. edu/cLinirxg today.
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